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ABSTRACT
Thick film of Polystyrene (PS)/CdS semiconducting optical nanocomposite has been synthesized by dispersing nanofiller particles of CdS in PS matrix. The nanostructure of the CdS particles has been ascertained through X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Small angle x-ray scattering analysis has been performed in
order to ascertain nanocomposite character of the PS/CdS sample. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analyses of
these samples have been carried out to establish the surface morphology. Optical Absorption Spectroscopy is used to
measure the energy band gap of PS/CdS nanocomposite by using Tauc relation whereas Transient Plane Source Technique is used for the determination of thermal conductivity of the prepared samples. The phase transition temperature
and elastic response of the prepared samples have been ascertained through Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (DMA).
This study reveals that the thermal conductivity, Young’s modulus and the toughness of the material are greatly influenced by the existence of interfacial energetic interaction between dispersed CdS nanofiller particles and matrix of PS.
Keywords: Polymer Nanocomposite; SAXS Analysis; Energy Band Gap; Phase Transition Temperature; Thermal
Transport Property; Elastic Properties

1. Introduction
Polymer nanocomposites are of great industrial and scientific interest, since they offer the potential for tailoring
on a new scale. The thermal, mechanical and optical properties of nanofilled polymers are exciting areas of research. This is particularly true because of the possibility
of creating composites with unique combinations of
functionalities, such as thermally conducting composites
with good mechanical properties that are optically clear.
Such properties can be realized because nanoparticles,
with diameters distinctly below the Rayleigh scattering
limit, still display their solid-state physical properties
when embedded in transparent matrices. Optical composites have been defined as composites consisting of
optically active nanoparticles embedded in a transparent
host material, often a polymer [1].
Among various nanofillers used so far to prepare
nanocomposites, semiconducting nanoparticles have attracted much attention because of their characteristic
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properties resulting from the “quantum size effect” which
are significantly different from those of the corresponding bulk materials [2]. Many studies have been focused
on cadmium sulfide (CdS) because of its high photosensitivity and potential application in photo-conducting
cells and in devices for applications in solar cells and
photo-detectors.
An important field of interest for semiconductor nanoparticles is their incorporation within polymers. In fact,
inorganic-organic nanocomposite-based devices can be
easily processed with consequent control over different
electro-optical properties. Efforts have been made in the
recent years to study various properties of CdS-polymer
nanocomposites. Marzia Pentimalli et al. [3] reported a
solid state nuclear magnetic resonance study on the
thermolytic synthesis of CdS nanoparticles in a polystyrene matrix. The study demonstrated that the annealing
under vacuum produced very good quality CdS/PS nanocomposites with a low content of undesired impurities. Li
Chen et al. [4] reported controllable synthesis of CdS
nanocrystal-polymer transparent hybrids by using poly
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methyl methacrylate (PMMA) as a polymer matrix. The
study reveals thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) measurement displays CdS-PMMA hybrids possess better
thermal stability compared with pure PMMA polymer.
The fluorescence measurement shows that CdS nanocrystals and CdS-PMMA hybrids exhibit good optical
properties.
In this way, in recent times, the industrial demand for
higher performance polymers with faster processing
times has caused polymers to be gradually replaced by
different engineered polymeric nanocomposites. Polystyrene (IUPAC Poly (1-phenylethane-1,2-diyl)), abbreviated as PS, is an aromatic polymer made from the aromatic monomer styrene, a liquid hydrocarbon that is
commercially manufactured from petroleum by the chemical industry [5]. PS is considered as an excellent polymer suitable for various commercial and domestic applications.
In view of these facts here in the present paper, we
demonstrate the simplest chemical method for the preparation of CdS/PS semiconducting optical nanocomposite.
The morphological characterizations and evaluation of
energy band gap, thermal conductivity, phase transition
temperature and elastic response of prepared nanocomposite specimen have been ascertained. This study reveals that PS/CdS semiconducting optical nanocomposite
shows excellent film formability, good transparency and
interesting results.

2. Experimental
2.1. Material Preparation
2.1.1. CdS Nanoparticle Preparation
In order to prepare Polymer/nanocomposite samples,
firstly CdS nano-particles have been prepared by simple
chemical method using CdCl2 and H2S gas produced
from thiourea [6]. The nanostructure of the CdS particles
has been ascertained through X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). The wide
angle X-ray diffraction pattern has been recorded using a
Philips 1840. The nanocrystallites powder was pressed
inside the sample holder and, and the X-ray diffraction
data was collected in the step scan mode. Transmission
Electron Microscopy (TEM) on the nanocrystallite sample was carried out on JEOL-3010 electron microscope.
Figure 1 shows the XRD pattern of CdS nanoparticle.
The presence of broad peaks confirms the nano size of
the prepared nanoparticles. The average particle size obtained from Debye Scherrerr formula [7] is 3 nm, which
is also verified with TEM results as shown in Figure 2.
2.1.2. PS/CdS Semiconducting Optical Nanocoposite
Preparation
Now for the preparation of PS/CdS composite, PS of
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 1. The XRD pattern of CdS nanoparticles.

Figure 2. TEM image of CdS nanoparticles.

laboratory grade was dissolved in Tetra hydro furane
(THF) solvent and 10% of PS chalcogenide CdS nanoparticles was dispersed in this PS film with a thickness of
~0.05 mm. The solvent is allowed to evaporate slowly
over a period of 48 hours. This solution was then stirred
with the help of magnetic stirrer and then poured into
flat-bottomed petri dishes to form hours in dry atmosphere. The so obtained film was then peeled off and dried
in vacuum at 60˚C, well below the boiling point of solvent to avoid bubbling, for 48 hours in order to ensure
the removal of the solvent [8,9].

2.2. Measurement Techniques
2.2.1. UV-Visible Spectroscopy
Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy or ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometry (UV-Vis or UV/Vis) involves the spectroscopy of photons in the UV-visible region. This means
it uses light in the visible and adjacent (near ultraviolet
(UV) and near infrared (NIR)) ranges. The absorption in
the visible ranges directly affects the color of the chemicals involved. In this region of the electromagnetic spectrum, molecules undergo electronic transition. This technique is complementary to fluorescence spectroscopy, in
that fluorescence deals with transitions from the excited
state to the ground state, while absorption measures transitions from the ground state to the excited state. The
absorption spectra of these samples have been recorded
WJNSE
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at the room temperature using Spectrophotometer. For
these spectra, the prepared nanocomposite sample is directly exposed to UV rays. The energy band gap was
estimated using the Tauc relation [1].

 h  A  h  Eg 

n

(1)

where αhν is the photon energy, Eg is the band gap, n =
1/2 for direct band gap transition and A is constant which
is different for different transitions [10].
2.2.2. Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer
Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (TRITEC-2000 DMA) is
a sensitive technique that characterizes the mechanical
response of materials by monitoring property change
with respect to the temperature and frequency of applied
sinusoidal stress. DMA film samples were cut to be between 4 - 6 mm in width and 10 mm in length. The average thickness of each sample is of 100-micrometer order.
After adjusting DMA device in tension mode, the furnace
was sealed off, sample scanned over a temperature range
from room temperature to 140˚C. The sample was held at
that temperature for 5 minutes. The heating/ ramp rate
was 2˚C/min for all temperature scan tests. Frequency of
oscillations was fixed at 1 Hz and strain amplitude 0.01
mm within the linear visco-elastic region. The storage
modulus E′, loss modulus E″ and mechanical loss factor
(Tan δ) have been determined during the test as a function of increasing temperature [11,12].
2.2.3. Hot Disk Thermal Constants Analyser
Thermal transport properties of PS-CdS thick film were
measured through the Hot Disk Thermal Constants Analyzer. It is based on transient plane source (TPS) technique. A Hot Disk Sensor is used for this purpose, which
is a plane sensor consisting of a resistive pattern is etched
out of a 10 µm thick Nickel foil. The pattern is covered
on both sides by an insulation material to give mechanical strength to the sensor and to allow measurements on
electrical conducting materials. On applying a certain
output of power in the sensor, the temperature increase of
the “sensing” Nickel pattern can be divided into two
parts, which is particularly obvious if a metallic sample
with high thermal conductivity is being studied. One part
of the temperature increase is the temperature drop
across the insulating layer and the other part is the transient increase of the temperature of the metal surface.
The temperature drop across the insulating layer becomes
constant after a short initial period of the transient. According to the theory given in this reference the thermal
conductivity of the thin film sample material can be extracted from the following relation.
P 2   A        T x 

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Analysis
SAXS measurements were performed on an X’Pert Pro
MPD system to investigate the size of the CdS-nanoparticles within nanocomposite sample. Figure 3 show the
scattering intensity as a function of angle (2θ) for PS and
its CdS nanocomposite respectively. It is observed that
SAXS pattern of PS/CdS embedded polymer nanocomposites show higher scattering intensity as compared to
without CdS dispersed samples. The nano-crystals of
CdS act as independent scattering centers in the respective polymer matrices.
Figure 4 shows the particle size distribution curves for
the PS/CdS nanocomposite. The particle size distribution
report of this nanocomposite suggests that the distribu-

Figure 3. SAXS pattern of PS & PS-CdS.

(2)

where P is the total output power, A is the area of the
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

conducting pattern, λ is the thermal conductivity of the
thin sample, ∆T is the fully developed temperature difference across one of the insulating layers and ∆x is the
thickness of the thin sample pieces [13].

Figure 4. Particle size distribution curve for PS-CdS nanocomposite sample.
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tion is well approximated by a Gaussian. It is observed
that particle size distribution curve is approximately centered at R = 1.5 nm and it means that the most frequent
radius (R) of CdS nanofillers is 1.5 nm and major volume fraction of these CdS nanoparticles is exhibiting
radius within 0.7 nm to 2.4 nm.

3.2. Morphological Characterization
The surface morphology of the samples has been characterized by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) using a
SEM (Quanta Fe-200 model). Figure 5(a) shows the
micrographs of Pure PS whereas Figure 5(b) show SEM
micrograph of PS/CdS nanocomposite specimen. From
the figures it is observed that in SEM micrographs of
PS/CdS, the concentration of CdS nanoparticles on the
exterior surfaces of PS phase makes possible large number of contacts and nanophase separation is observed in
this nanocomposite sample. In this way SEM images of
PS/CdS showed some level of flocculation of CdS nanoparticles, but of varying sizes which alters the morphology of the pure PS matrix.

(a)

3.3. Energy Band Gap Study
The UV-vis absorption spectrum of CdS nanoparticles in
PS-matrix is as shown in Figure 6. The absorption edge
presents the band gap of the PS/CdS nanocomposite.
The optical band gap (Eg) value was obtained from optical absorption spectra by plotting (h)2 versus h, as
shown in Figure 7, where  is the optical absorption coefficient and h the photon energy. The energy band gap
is determined through the Tauc-relation [1] and for PS/
CdS optical nanocomposite it is found 3.44 eV.

3.4. Thermal Conductivity Measurement
Thermal conductivity of pure PS and PS/CdS nanocomposite thin film samples (thickness ≈ 0.1 mm) have been
determined through transient plane source technique using thin film method with an input power of 0.5 W for 5
seconds at room temperature (303 K). It is observed that
at room temperature the value of effective thermal conductivity for pure PS and PS/CdS samples were 0.149
Wm−1K−1 and 0.202 Wm−1K−1 respectively.

Figure 6. Absorption spectra of CdS nanoparticles in PS
matrix.

(b)

Figure 5. SEM micrographs of (a) Pure PS (b) PS/CdS
samples.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 7. Energy band gap determination of CdS nanoparticles in PS matrix.
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This plot shows that the value of Tan δ for both the samples firstly increase to a maximum value and beyond a
characteristic temperature decreases with increase in
temperature. This characteristic temperature is identified
as a phase transition temperature “Tg” (also known as
alpha transition temperature) [12,16].
The observed phase transition temperature Tg for pure
PS and PS/CdS nanocomposite samples are 113.01˚C
and 121.91˚C respectively. A significant improvement of
7.8% in phase transition temperature is observed due to
dispersion of CdS nanoparticle in PS matrix.
As morphology characterizations suggest that the pure
PS polymer matrix consist of number of voids/porous
sides. The dispersed CdS nanoparticles segregate on
these porous sides of basic PS polymer matrix in PS/CdS
nanocomposite specimen and form a localized dense
system. In this way some interfacial energetic interaction
is developed between dispersed CdS nanoparticles and
molecules of PS polymer matrix. It causes an improvement in phase transition temperature acordingly. This
study also reveals that the elastic behavior of basic PS
matrix changes to viscous behavior because the value of
Tan δ decreases on dispersing CdS nanoparticle, i.e. for
PS/CdS nanocomposite sample.

As we know in non-metallic material system like polymer and polymer blends, the thermal energy is mainly
carried by phonons, which have a wide variation in frequency and the mean free paths. The heat carrying phonons often have large wave vectors and mean free paths
in the order of nanometer range at room temperature. In
this way the dimensions of the nanoparticles become
comparable to the mean free paths which would lead to
significant improvement in phonon transport within the
nanocomposite materials. The phonon confinement and
quantization of phonon transport results modification in
thermal properties. Since CdS nanoparticles having higher thermal conductivity and act as cross-linking centers
between the polymer molecules therefore promptly subserve for the phonon-phonon conduction in that respective polymer network. This causes the enhancement of
thermal conduction in PS/CdS nanocomposites specimen.

3.5. Phase Transition Temperature Study
Polymeric materials are basically characterized by two
major transition temperatures-phase transition temperature (Tg) and crystallization melting temperature (Tm)
which characterize its properties over a wide temperature
range [14]. For almost all polymers, there is temperature
boundary, above which the substance remains soft, flexible and rubbery and below which it becomes hard, brittle
and glassy. This temperature below which a polymer is
hard and above which it is soft is known as phase transition temperature (Tg). The phase transition temperature
(Tg) of a polymer material is correlated with the segmental motion of the polymer chains [15].
Figure 8 shows the variation of Tan δ with temperature for pure PS and PS/CdS nanocomposite respectively.

3.6. Elastic Property
Figure 9 shows the tensile stress-strain characteristics of
PS/CdS nanocomposite samples. It is observed that PS
matrix becomes more brittle due to the dispersion of CdS
nanoparticles. However, Young’s modulus of the PS matrix remains almost constant but fracture energy of PS
matrix trims down from 0.029 J to 0.018 J. The ultimate
tensile strength and fracture strain are observed 8.84 MPa
and 0.83%, respectively for this nanocomposite.
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Figure 8. Plot of tan delta versus temperature for pure PS & PS-CdS samples.
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Figure 9. Stress-Strain behavior of PS & PS/CdS.
Table 1. Comparative Elastic response offered by pure PS
and PS/CdS nanocomposites.
SAmple PS
Samples
Pure PS

PS/CdS Nanocomposite

Young’s Modulus (GPa)

16.64

15.41

Ultimate Strength (MPa)

11.64

8.84

Fracture Energy (J)

0.029

0.018

Fracture strain (%)

1.034

0.83

It is seemed due to the fact that the dispersion of CdS
nanoparticles disturbs the molecular chain network of PS
matrix. This interruption causes decrease in covalent
bond molecular network and increase in van der waal
interaction within the nano-CdS dispersed PS matrix.
This inturn induces more brittleness in the PS matrix and
causing loss in strength and fracture energy of the system.
Table 1 depicts the comparative Elastic response offered
by pure PS and PS/CdS nanocomposites.

• The thermal conductivity of PS/CdS nanocomposite
specimen is found to be increased because these dispersed CdS nanoparticles have higher thermal conductivity and form a bridged polymer network leading to the increase in the phonon-phonon interaction
within the polymer nanocomposite matrix.
• Elastic response of PS/CdS nanocomposites phase is
significantly changed as compared to pure PS polymeric phase. It is also observed that PS matrix becomes more brittle due to dispersion of CdS nanoparticles.
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